
   

Contact
5105023391 (Home)
a.cherie.y@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/acheriey
(LinkedIn)
www.asukacherie.com (Portfolio)

Top Skills
User Experience
Visual Design
Interaction Design

Languages
Japanese

Certifications
Design Leadership

Honors-Awards
Cum Laude (for MS Human Factors,
2014)

Publications
Bloom: Fostering Fealthy and
Peaceful Pregnancies With Personal
Analytics
Bloom: fostering healthy and
peaceful pregnancies with  personal
analytics.

Asuka Cherie Gettel
Senior UX Designer and Design Operations Manager at Gap Inc.
San Mateo, California

Summary
I’m a user experience & product designer. (And now also a design
ops manager.)

I like to make new things, better things, and fun things. I like to make
things easier to use and prettier to look at. I think user experience
is more than just the process of being lean, making personas,
whiteboarding and prototyping so I like to be a little chaotic so I can
get creative with my problem solving. Ultimately, I design with people
like my mom in mind. "Could she use this UI?'" "Would this make
sense, make her happy, and get her through the task without having
to call me?" I hope so. Let me make it so.

I likea lot of things: animals, art, fitness, education, games, finance
and travel. But I probably like more things too. 

Experience

Gap Inc.
2 years 10 months

Design Operations Manager
October 2019 - Present (5 months)
San Francisco Bay Area

Paving a smoother path to the UX design team's success! This was a new role
created to deal with the increasing amount of friction and complexity due to the
expanding UX team. I remove road blocks and provide support where needed,
like: orchestrating productive meetings, tracking and managing the team's
software and hardware needs and licenses, and hustling to get the answers
from the right (and busy!) people to keep things going. I also foster the team's
culture by creating social events, volunteering opportunities, and celebrating
every little bit that we can. I've also been taking on the financial duties like
managing our yearly budget, creating POs and paying our vendors.

Senior UX Designer
May 2017 - Present (2 years 10 months)
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San Francisco, California

I am on the ecommerce / digital product team where I work on all Gap inc
brands' websites (Gap, Old Navy, Banana Republic, Athleta and now, Hill
City!). The primary site components that I am responsible for are: navigation
elements, facets, product page, and product reviews. I've also worked on their
mobile app (iOS) and an internal web app tool for inventory management. 

Our UX team strives to work in a lean and agile fashion, getting in touch with
our customers as often as possible, testing out concepts and design to get
valuable feedback as early in the design. This involves small, scrappy user
interviews to online unmoderated user tests, a larger scale in-person user
interviews and of course A/B testing (and more or less in this order). 

Thus far I've: 
- Designed and shipped a new Product Page and Category Page experience
for our big brand Old Navy! We are continuing to work on testing out the
design and rolling out the design across all four other brands. This large-scale
redesign has paid off in $20mil+ revenue in the eight or so months that it's
been up!
- Designed the Multi-Item Review Form to collect product reviews easier and
quicker. 
- Worked with our vendor TrueFit to design and implement their product on our
product page to increase shopper confidence in their size selection.
- Designed a new left rail navigation that offers in-context elements such as
product subcategories (and ultimately the product filters).
- Worked on streamlining and improving our mobile application around bag/
checkout flows/UI.
- Designed & shipped mega nav UI and auto-suggest search box UI for all
brands' websites.
- Created illustrations for Gap Bra Fit quiz
- Redesigned the entire inventory management program UI.
- Led and conducted UX research for our internal promotions and pricing
management tool.
- Currently working on redesigning our bag + checkout UI and experience.
- Currently working on implementing Apple Pay and Paypal payment features
into our website and app.

Freelance UX Designer
UX Consultant
July 2016 - May 2017 (11 months)
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San Francisco Bay Area

Working with tech startups to provide UX support and more! I'm happy to help
as much as possible, whichever way possible. Some of the things I do: 

-Create low to hi fid mockups and designs
-Create UX specs, interaction documentation, and branding guidelines
-Do a heuristic evaluation of your product / designs, and provide feedback /
improvement solutions
-Design usability testing protocols, help run them, and analyze findings into
actionable items
-Offer design solutions and options based on user needs and business goals
-Any other kind of design work (marketing assets, social media ad images,
etc.) 

Feel free to contact me at : a.cherie.y at gmail or through my portfolio:
www.asukacherie.com

ChefsFeed
Consultant Product Designer
July 2016 - November 2016 (5 months)
San Francisco, CA

Short-term consultant gig. Evaluating and re-designing the ChefsFeed website
to be more user-friendly and engaging. This includes honing in on problem
areas, re-defining use cases and user flows, and re-designing the layout and
IA.

MoneyGram International
Lead UX Designer
June 2015 - April 2016 (11 months)
Burlingame, California

• Led the Lean UX efforts in the organization, implementing new design and
development process for projects and product concepts.
• Worked on all aspects of a proof of concept of a mobile app that helps stage
cash transac- tions, including user research, value validation, wireframing, and
high fidelity design.
• Collaborated with Product Managers to re-define and re-design the Alloy
POS system, which included user interviews and surveys, wirefarming and
creating documentation.

GoPro
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1 year 1 month

Interaction Designer
August 2014 - June 2015 (11 months)
San Mateo, CA

• Created and maintained IxD / behavioral specs for GoPro cameras
• Served as a POC for FW team and QA team to resolve issues and clarify
design intentions
• Produced visual assets for internal use (i.e. icons for product timelines and
PPTs)
• Generated low fidelity prototypes for testing UI concepts
• Planned, designed, and executed user / market research + internal usability
tests and focus groups for GoPro products, and presented findings to various
departments
• Assisted the UX team’s executive producer with project management tasks,
such as creating and maintaining team wikis and confluence pages
• Served as UX Team’s Fun Committee leader: planning team bonding events,
office socials, and employee birthdays

Visual Design and Production Intern
June 2014 - August 2014 (3 months)
San Mateo, CA

Sony Network Entertainment Int'l (SNEI)
Executive Assistant and UX Design Intern
September 2012 - September 2013 (1 year 1 month)
San Jose, CA

• Created visual / screen flows for Sony’s internet TV store front UI
• Performed general administrative tasks: coordinating meetings, invoice
processing, event planning, making shipments, etc.

UEGroup
Usability Testing and Ethnographic Research Intern
March 2013 - June 2013 (4 months)
San Jose, CA

Create usability test protocols, run usability tests, produce result report, and
ethnographic visits and interviews.

Education
San Jose State University
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Master's Degree, Human Factors and Ergonomics · (2011 - 2014)

San Jose State University
BS, Hospitality Management (event planning) · (2007 - 2011)

Napier University
Hospitality Management · (2009 - 2010)
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